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This invention relates to tamper-proof containers, such 
as bottles, cans and the like, and more particularly to 
those in which the closures can be pushed onto the con 
tainers, but which can be removed only by unscrewing 
them and replaced again by screwing the closures onto 
the containers. 
The principal object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a simple and inexpensive screw-on, screw-oft type 
of container closure having means for indicating whether, 
when once originally ?lled and sealed, the container has 
been opened. 
A further object of the invention is to provide such 

a container closure which can be placed on the container 
by an axial movement when originally ?lled, thereby 
decreasing the expense involved in capping the container. 

These objects are attained by providing the closure 
with a unique type of thread and a relatively ?exible 
closure having lugs thereon co-operating with the threads 
to provide a screw-on, screwaoff connection, and a fran 
gible means to prevent removal of the closure until said 
means is broken. 

In the drawings accompanying this speci?cation: 
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary side elevational view of a 

container and closure embodying the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a top plan view thereof; 
FIG. 3 is a bottom View of the closure; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view taken on 

substantially line 4——4 of FIG. 2 with the closure par 
tially on the container; 
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 4 showing the con 

tainer on the closure; 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary elevational View of the inven 

tion showing the closure partially on the container; 
FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 6 showing the closure 

on the container; 
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken on substantially 

line 8——8 of FIG. 1 showing the cap partially on the 
container; 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary cross-sectional View taken on 

substantially the line 9~—9 of FIG. 1; > 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary side elevational view of a 

modi?ed form of the invention; 
FIG. 11 is a top plan view thereof; 
FIG. 12 is a bottom view of the closure; 
FIG. 13 is a fragmentary side elevational view of the 

container and closure on a larger scale than FIG. 10, 
and showing the principal parts in broken lines; and 
FIG. 14 is a fragmentary side elevational view of the 

modi?ed form with the closure partially removed. 
Referring now to the drawing in more detail, and par 

ticularly to FIGS. 1 to 9 which show one form of the 
invention, a container in the ‘form of a glass or plastic 
bottle 10 is closed by a closure 12. 
The container 10 has an opening therein surrounded by 

an annular wall or neck 14 on the outside of which are 
threads 16. Preferably there are three threads, all alike 
and shaped as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. Between the 
threads, grooves 18 are formed for a purpose which will 
appear presently. It will be noted that the under side 
of each thread 16 has a helical portion 20 which ter 
minates in a ?at portion 22. Just above this ?at portion 
22 the thread has a relatively abrupt shoulder 24 in 
clined as shown. Each thread terminates at 26 opposite 
the shoulder 24 of the adjoining thread to form an 
entrance opening to the groove 13 for a purpose which 
will appear later. 
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Also formed integral with the neck of the container 
and extending radially outwardly therefrom are one or 
more buttons or pins 28. These buttons are in the form 
of truncated cones as shown in FIG. 9, and have rela~ 
tively easily breakable connections 30 with the neck of 
the container. The purpose of these will appear later. 
The cap or closure 12 is a cup~shaped member having 

an annular wall 32 surrounding the neck of the container. 
Adjacent the lower edge of the wall 32 are lugs 34 equal 
in number to the threads 16 and spaced circumferentially 
so that they will all enter grooves 18 between the ter 
minals 26 and shoulders 24 on the threads simultaneously. 
The lugs 34 are similar to wedge-shaped latches in side 
elevation, as shown in FIGS. 4 and S particularly. 
The closure is also notched at 36 to receive the buttons 

28, the notches being spaced so that they will receive 
the button or buttons when lugs 34 are positioned a the 
entrances to the grooves 18. 
The closure 12 is formed of a slightly deformable and 

stretchable material so that the closure can be forced 
axially onto the neck of the container with the lugs 34 
passing over the threads 16 and snapping back into place. 

After the container is originally ?lled with the intended 
contents, the closure is attached thereto by locating the 
lugs 34 in the entrance openings in the grooves 18 and 
pushing the closure axially onto the neck of the container. 
As mentioned previously, when the lugs 34 are positioned 
so that they will enter the grooves 18 one of the notches 
36 will ‘be in a position to receive the button 28 and 
slide over the same. As axial pressure is exerted on the 
closure in a direction toward the container, the lugs 34 
will strike those portions 17 of the threads directly under 
the gaps between the ends 26 of the threads and the 
adjacent shoulders 24 thereon and will be forced radially 
outwardly, thereby stretching the annular side wall of 
the closure and deforming the same, as shown in an 
exaggerated manner in FIG. 8. When the lugs 34 have 
passed over the portions 17 of the threads 16, the lugs 
34 snap under the ?at horizontal portions 22 of the 
threads and the side wall 32 of the closure resumes its 
normal circular shape. 

It must be noted that the ?at portions 22 of the threads 
I6 are spaced from the open end of the neck 14, and the 
lugs 34 are so located on the closure 12 that when the 
lugs 34 snap over the threads 16 and engage the flat 
portions 22 of the threads, the seal 38 is compressed 
su?iciently to produce a tight seal between the closure and 
the container. Also, the seal 38 has a tendency to separate 
the closure and the container, thus maintaining such seal. 

It will be seen that because of the shape of the lugs 
34, the latter cannot be pulled :from the container without 
the exercise of considerable force. However, the closure 
can be unscrewed from the container quite easily, just 
as with a conventional screw thread. In order to unscrew 
the closure, howexer, it is necessary to break the button 
28 from the container. This is easily done because of its 
weak connection with the container. Once the button 
2% has been broken and discarded, the closure can always 
be replaced, and again removed, just as all screw threaded 
closures are. When the ‘button 28 has been broken, 
however, the lack thereof indicates that the original seal 

. has been broken. 
FIGS. 10 to 14 illustrate a modi?ed form of the inven 

tion wherein the frangible, tamper-proof seal is a part 
of the closure instead of a part of the container. 

In this form of the invention a container 50 is provided 
with a closure 52. The container is in all respects the 
same as the one previously described except that one or 
more notches 51 are formed in the wall of the container. 
These will be more fully explained presently. The con 
tainer 50 has an opening therein surrounded by a neck 
54, the neck having threads 56 thereon. The threads have 
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shoulders 64 and terminate at de‘spaced from the adjacent 
shoulder. The under sides of the threads 56 have ?at 
portions 62 just as the threads previously described. 
The closure 52 is a cup-shaped member having lugs 74 

thereon shaped the same as lugs 34 previously described, 
which _co-operate with threads 56 to hold the closure on 
the container and permit the closure to be screwed onto 
the container and unscrewed therefrom, as well as to be 
pressed thereon when originally ?lled and capped. The 
closure 52 has, however, an additional skirt portion 53 
depending below the lugs 74. ' 
The junction of the skirt portion 53 and the closure 

proper is severely weakened by being reduced in cross 
section at 55. This may be accomplished by being thinned 
as shown, by the formation of slots 57 therein, or both. ' 
At the lower edge of the skirt lugs 59' are formed, 

which lugs depend from the skirt as shown, and when 
the closure is in place, are received in the notches 51 
in the container 50. Theinot'ches 51 and lugs 59 are so 
positioned that the latter will enter the former when lugs 
74 are received in the entrances to grooves 58, etween 
terminals 66 and shoulders 64 'on the threads. 
The closure 52 is provided with a sealing gasket 78 

similar to the seal 38 previously described. , 
The closure ‘disclosed in this form of the invention is 

initially placed on the container in the same manner as 
in the form previously described, that is, by locating lugs 
'74 in the entrances to grooves 58 and pushing the closure 
down until the ‘lugs '74- snap under the threads 56' and 
engage the flat portions 62 to hold the closure on the 
container. 
When it is desired to remove the closure it is simply 

unscrewed as in any screw-type closure. When that is 
done, the lugs 59are forced to remain in notches 51, so 
that the skirt 53 is held against movement. The weakened 
portion of the closure is then easily broken so that the 
upper portion of the closure can be removed, and rein 
stalled in a normal manner. The skirt portion having 
ful?lled its usefulness can be removed. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that this invention 

provides a very simple, inexpensive, tamper-proof'sealing 
device for containers. The closure can be very easily as 
sembled on the container with only a single pushing opera 
tion. Once assembled it becomes a simple screw-on, 
screw-off closure, yet indicates clearly that the closure has 
been removed, if such has been the case. ' 

I claim: ‘ V V 

1. In combination, a container having a body portion 
‘with an opening therein de?ned by an annular wall, a 
cup-shaped push-on, screw-off closure having an annular 
wall in coaxial relation with said container wall, said con 
tainer wall having spaced apart threads thereon, said an 
nular closure wall having a plurality of circumferentially 
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spaced radially inwardly extending lugs engaging said 
threads,~said threads having substantially flat circumferen 
tially extending lower surfaces spaced equally with, said 
lugs, the free ends ‘of'said threads being shaped to .re 
ceive and guide said lugs to positions beneath‘ their 're— 

, spective ?at surfaces. upon anvaxial movement: of said 
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closure toward said container, said lugs being shaped to 
prevent removal of said closureuin an axial direction rela 
tive to said container and to hold said closure in; tight 
sealing engagement with said container, saidv closure being 
removable from said container’ by rotary movement of 7 
said closure relative to said container, and being replace 
able thereon by an opposite rotary movement, and a. ~ 
button extending radially outwardly from said container 
wall, and said closure wall having arecess therein receiv 
ing said button when said closure is ?rst assembled onto 
said container, said'button having a frangible connection 
with said container. ‘ i ' 

2. In combination, a container having a body portion 
with an opening therein de?ned by an annular wall, a 
cup-shaped push-on, screw-off closure having anyannular' 
wall in coaxial relation with said container wall, said'con 
tainer wall having spaced apart threads thereon, said annu 
lar closure wall having a plurality of circumferentially 
spaced radially inwardly extending lugs engaging said 
threads, said threads having substantially flat circumferené 
tially extending lower surfaces spaced equally with said 
lugs, the free ends of said threads being shaped to re 
ceive and guide said lugs to positions beneath their 
respective flat surfaces upon an‘ axial movement of said 
closure toward said container, said lugs being shaped 
to prevent removal of said closure in an axial direc 
tion relative to said container and to hold said ‘clo 
sure in’ tight sealing engagementrwith said container, 
said closure being removable‘fromsaid container by ro 
tary movement of said closure relative to said container, ‘ 
and being replaceable thereon by an opposite'rotary move 
ment, and a ring integrally connected to the free edge 
of the closure wall by a frangible connection,‘ the lower 
edge of said ring having a depending lug thereon, said 
lug being received in a relatively straight-sided recess in 
the container when said closure is ?rst assembled onto said 
container, said recess being ofsubstantially the same shape 
as said last mentioned lug. ' 
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